FieldAware Forms:
Five Steps to Improved
Field Service Safety

Common Pain Points in
Field Service Safety
• Outdated tools and methods compromise
your EHS processes.
• Keeping your site safe requires you to
enhance collaboration between the field
and office.
• Reducing safety hazards requires rapid
responses to EHS incidents.
• Information collected on paper can be lost,
incomplete, inaccurate or unreadable
• You can’t manage what you don’t track.
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01.

FieldAware Forms
transforms data collection
FieldAware Forms allows the focus
to be on collecting data rather
than paperwork.
The first step to making your field
service safe is ensuring that your
teams are collecting rich, accurate
EHS data.
If they’re relying on paper-based
processes, forms may get lost, or
contain illegible handwriting and
incorrect calculations.
Vital data may not be
communicated effectively – if at all.
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FieldAware Forms
transforms data collection
FieldAware Forms allows
your field teams to:
• Fill out forms quickly. User-friendly
designs and an array of time-saving
features that expedite field
data collection.
• Capture accurate data. Text is
perfectly legible, pre-populated
answers can be used from dropdown menus, all calculations are
automatic, and critical information is
not skipped over via mandatory
form fields.
• Enhance EHS reports with
rich media. Teams can take photos
and sketch on top to highlight safety
concerns; capture audio recordings
of assets to gauge their condition;
collect signatures on site to sign
off inspections.
• Share reports automatically.
Configure workflows to seamlessly
share field data across back-office
systems, cloud services, and people.
No coding required.
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02.

Provide your field teams
with up-to-date information
With FieldAware Forms updates can
be made instantly and to all teams
at the same time
Your teams may not always have
the information they need readily
available in the field, particularly if
they’re relying on manual, paperbased processes.
Unless your teams regularly stop by
home base, it can be difficult to share
updated job site information, dispatch
the latest EHS forms, or inform field
workers about new regulations.
It’s inefficient to phone every team
member in the field. Emailing
updates is an improvement, but
there’s no guarantee that your
teams are glued to their inboxes.
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Provide your field teams
with up-to-date information
FieldAware Forms allows you to
quickly and effortlessly provide
your field teams with the most
up-to-date information:
• Automatically dispatch the most
up-to-date mobile forms to your
field teams.
• Provide access within forms to
live office data – view and select
price/part lists in easy-to-pick
dropdown menus.
• Help new employees get up to
speed quickly by offering links to
tips, how-to-videos, and regulation
handbooks – directly in the form.
• FieldAware Forms enables the
enhanced collaboration you
need  between the field and office.
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03.

Deliver data when and
where it’s needed
FieldAware Forms speeds up how
information is communicated
After your field teams have
collected the data, they need to
quickly submit their reports to
key stakeholders.
Paper-based processes are
vulnerable to communication
bottlenecks, as forms have to
be faxed, scanned, or physically
transported to the office, which
can add significant delays to
processes that are critical to
resolving EHS issues.
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Deliver data when and
where it’s needed
FieldAware Forms allows you
and your teams to:
• Eliminate communication
bottlenecks. Field techs can
submit critical EHS data to the
office with the touch of a button,
empowering you to quickly resolve
compliance issues
• Use context-sensitive workflows
to send relevant data to specific
recipient lists. No need for your field
technicians to remember who should
receive which EHS report
• Export EHS data in raw format
(JSON, CSV, XML) or as formatted
PDF, Excel, Word, or HTML
• Immediately notify supervisors by
SMS and email if an EHS hazard is
identified during an inspection
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04.

Integrate with back-office
or cloud systems
FieldAware Forms integrates with your
other business systems and solutions
It’s not enough to be compliant. You
have to show that you’re compliant.
Your safety data and reports have to
be easily accessible to both internal
stakeholders and industry regulators.
This is difficult and time-consuming if
your forms are stashed away in filing
cabinets across different offices.
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Integrate with back-office
or cloud systems
The integration capabilities of
FieldAware Forms allows you to:
• Connect to common systems
and cloud services in a simple user
interface – no coding required. With
the touch of a button, a field worker
can submit a report and automated
workflows ensure the data is sent to
a pre-defined list of people, services,
and systems
• Connect to any system and set
up sophisticated integrations
via a REST API
• Completely eliminate manual data
entry. Your admin staff will no longer
need to spend much of their days
transcribing data from paper to your
back-office system
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05.

Gain greater visibility
with analytics
Keeping your field service safe requires
you to do more than just correct
individual issues as they arise.
Safety-conscious organizations
use analytics tools to leverage their
historical EHS data to help predict
and prevent future incidents that
could have serious corporate and
human consequences
Analytics tools present your
collected data in a series of
visually-rich dashboards and
reports, revealing patterns and
statistically meaningful correlations.
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Gain greater visibility
with analytics
Integrating FieldAware Forms in
your workflow empowers you to:
• Track the number of incidents per
facility, division, and/or region
• Identify the best and worst
performing sites and teams
• Share top performers to
establish best practices across
the organization
• Examine underperformance to 		
understand why
• Identify problem areas that require
special attention to improve your
EHS compliance scores
• Predict when to perform preventive
maintenance or replace equipment,
before it fails
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To Transform your Field Service
Safety take a look at
FieldAware Forms in Action
Click here to see more

Connect with FieldAware
FieldAware simplifies field service management. We provide
solutions that not only solve your field service issues but that
are easy to use, fast to implement and integrate seamlessly
with your existing systems.
To learn more about our solutions
or to schedule a demo:
Call us on
US and Canada 800-935-0736
UK
0800 098 8487
Australia, APAC 1800 821 628
Email us at sales@fieldaware.com
Visit www.fieldaware.com

